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A successful multilingual market presence is increasingly in demand in all industries and markets. This is on the one
hand due to increasing translation volumes and faster turnaround times and on the other hand to the specific
expertise that all participants involved in the process bring to the table to ensure efficient and smooth processing.

High-performance solutions for optimized
processes and workflows in translation production
The ever-changing need for translation is increasing every day. In order
to ensure efficient, reliable, and high-quality multilingual market
coverage in the future, external language departments find themselves
needing to continuously optimize and adapt their own translation
processes accordingly. In the event of a short-term increase in demand,
the following factors play an important role in being prepared to meet
that demand: Fast turnaround times, higher productivity, consistent
and uniform translation quality, and high flexibility.
Let 30 years of market presence speak for itself: Telelingua has the
expertise, experience and innovative spirit to advise your company on
the best translation processes and workflow structures for improving
the performance and flexibility of your language department. If you
need a custom software solution, let Telelingua design it for you or use
the programs specially developed by Telelingua for the language
services industry.
The core business of Telelingua Project Solutions includes process
optimization, i.e. the translation processing supply chain. This starts
with the design of individual language departments with proven
technologies and extends to advanced automation packages and
efficient use of translation memories and terminology databases. If
desired, an external language department can be set up for this
purpose - either on your own premises or at a Telelingua office near
you.
TPS takes care of the overall concept development of your external
language department - from staffing and training of new specialists, to
configuration of processes and workflows, to the selection of suitable
software and integration into your existing systems. Thanks to our
centralized knowledge documentation we create the optimal conditions
for your flexibility with regard to personnel and services. Telelingua
Project Solutions takes care of all aspects - from process and workflow
creation and integration, to specialist searches and translation service
provider call for tenders.

SERVICES INCLUDE:
Consulting
Scheduling
Project planning
Concept development
Initial operation
Run-up phase
System integration
Software / tool consulting
Software / tool selection
Staffing
Training
Creation of documentation
Process design
Process implementation
Take advantage of the out-of-the-box product
package by TPS or let us customize a package of
services for you.
IMPROVE YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
WITH THE FORAS SOLUTION FROM TELELINGUA
PROJECT SOLUTIONS
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